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INTRODUCTION TO MESSIANIC REUNIFICATION IN LUKE-ACTS

“Behold, days are coming,” declares the LORD, “when I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel and with the house of Judah”; “I will make them one nation in the land, on the mountains of Israel; and one king will be king for all of them; and they will no longer be two nations and no longer be divided into two kingdoms”; “And He will lift up a standard for the nations And assemble the banished ones of Israel, And will gather the dispersed of Judah From the four corners of the earth. 13 Then the jealousy of Ephraim will depart, And those who harass Judah will be cut off; Ephraim will not be jealous of Judah, And Judah will not harass Ephraim. 14 They will swoop down on the slopes of the Philistines on the west; Together they will plunder the sons of the east.” (Jer 31:31 NASB; Ezek 37:22; Isa 11:12–14a)

All OT scholars know of the prophetic theme of reunification of the divided kingdoms of north Israel and south Judah. Despite its prominence in passages cited by the NT, only a paucity of scholars take account of the theme but, even then, not in much depth. One exception is Brant Pitre, who identifies the Israel Jesus fails to reunite as still exiled in the east.1

I propose in the first division of the paper to synthesize a hermeneutical paradigm from the prophets, in line with a similar ideology in Chronicles, and then show Samaritans as likely candidates to inherit the reunification promise. In the second division, I will confirm that this hermeneutic plausibly reads Luke-Acts as indicating fulfillment of the prophesied messianic reunification of all Israel, both Judaeans and Samaritans, in a phase of Heilsgeschichte necessarily preceding incorporation of Gentiles.

1 Brant Pitre, Jesus, the Tribulation, and the End of the Exile: Restoration Eschatology and the Origin of the Atonement (WUNT 2/204; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005).
HMR AND SCRIPTURALLY DEFINING THE MR PARADIGM

A Widespread and Well-Developed Prophetic Theme to Enlighten NT Interpretation

Placing HMR in Scholarly Context

The OT predicts the Davidic Messiah will reunify the two divided Israelite groups; this is messianic reunification (MR). The hermeneutic of messianic reunification (HMR) is a means of reading Scripture while mindful of these prophecies. Emphasis on that aspect of the restoration of Israel manifesting the regathering of the twelve tribes is what we might call twelve-tribism (TT). As will be seen, the hermeneutic of twelve-tribism (HTT) insufficiently explains all the data, hence HMR is necessary.

Greenwood concluded this prediction is “perhaps the most conspicuous example in the [OT] of patently false prophecy.” Conversely, OT scholar Stephen Ricks concludes:

It may be argued that the church or some historical or current political configuration may correspond to certain elements in this portrait. However, nothing past or present fully conforms to this vision. Its realization belongs to a “redeemed people” (to borrow R. K. Harrison’s remark on Jeremiah’s restoration vision) in the messianic age.

I argue that the redeemed people reunited in the eschatological messianic kingdom have been seen in the Judaeans and Samaritans submitting to Messiah Jesus in Luke-Acts.

HMR contains elements of two positions, exemplified by N. T. Wright and Brant Pitre, and provides explanatory power that neither does. With the former we embrace the concept of

---


continuing spiritual exile though physically in the land and with the latter the reunification of the northern kingdom with the south. HMR maintains that the remnant of both south and (contra Wright) north kingdoms were exiled within the land. And HMR maintains (contra Pitre) that it is not trans-Euphrates tribal remnants in Luke-Acts but Samaritans who embody the northerners to be reunited.

**Thematic Treatment of MR Components**

MR is present in a wide variety of texts: biblical, Apocryphal, intertestamental, Philo, DSS, and rabbinic literature. HMR draws common themes from analysis of numerous prophecies. Of the dozens available, MR is especially prominent in Hos 1:10–11; Isa 11:10–16; Jer 3:6–18; 23:5–8; 30:3–11; 31:31–34; 33:6–7; Ezek 37:15–28; Zech 9:9–13. With not every prophecy containing every MR element, Ezek 37 is perhaps most paradigmatic. These clear MR prophecies feature prominently in NT writings and will be dealt with as they occur in Luke-Acts. A paradigm synthesized from this constellation of prophetic elements forms HMR.

1. A geographical element with reclamation of the land is significant.

---

4 “The entire discussion takes place in connection with the recent contributions of E. P. Sanders, N. T. Wright, Craig Evans, Michael Knibb, James Scott, and a host of others, who have advocated the notion of a protracted exile in which many Israelites believed that the nation’s historically incurred divine judgment made manifest in the Assyrian and Babylonian exiles was still very much a reality in their lives, and in need of an urgent eschatological solution” (Thomas R. Wood, “The Regathering of the People of God: An Investigation into the New Testament’s Appropriation of the Old Testament Prophecies Concerning the Regathering of Israel” [Ph.D. diss., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, 2006], iii). The idea is found throughout Wright’s works, but see esp. *The New Testament and the People of God* (Christian Origins and the Quest of God 1; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992), 268–72.


6 Ricks delineates a basic pattern in MR prophecies: particular attention to the land; return of a remnant; reunification of southern and northern kingdoms/tribes (Judah and Israel/Ephraim/Joseph) as under David and Solomon; a Davidic king ruling Yahweh’s people; renewal of central temple cultus; a new, everlasting covenant for a transformed Israel indwelt by the Spirit (Ricks, “Prophetic Literality,” 273–81).
2. All Israel is corporately resurrected with presence of the Spirit.
3. All Israel corporately inherits eternal life through entering into an everlasting covenant.
4. Yahweh forever dwells in his sanctuary in their midst.
5. A Son of David restores the united kingdom to its Davidic extent.
6. The Davidide reunifies two specific parties referencing both divided north and south kingdoms of Israel/Ephraim/Samaria/Joseph and of Judah. Stuart describes this prominent theme as “Reunification (restoration blessing type 8).” HTT inadequately explains these dual portions of Israel. A nuancing of themes is in order. HTT has more to do with a Mosaic new exodus (and even of Joshua’s conquest; cf. McKnight “Jesus”), while MR has to do with the covenant of Davidic kingship, arguably of greater significance for NT interpretation and deserving of more emphasis.
7. HMR addresses the theme of removing enmity in exchange for amity between the two divided bodies of royal Israel, whereas HTT has no solely tribal regathering prophecies that mention enmity between any of the tribes that can allow it to show fulfillment apart from the distinct MR passages.
8. MR precedes all Israel’s incorporation of Gentile nations.
9. The remnant of faithful Israel is restored; the wicked are destroyed (Amos 5:15; 9:9–10).

**Congruence of the Chronicler with the Prophets**

Despite scholarly slowness to see it, the Chronicler expressed an extraordinarily positive view towards the inhabitants of the north kingdom. Essentially all interpreters formerly thought Chronicles was negative toward northerners, echoing in one accord Judaean polemic, par excellence 2 Kgs 17:24–41 (examined further in the subsequent section on the Samaritans).

In sum, it is only in the modern period that Chronicles has been read for the very different historical and theological portrayal of Israel that it presents. From the ancient period through the middle of the twentieth century, Samuel–Kings provided the biblical version of that history, with Chronicles providing “supplementary” information. This, in turn,

---


8 Several passages indicate continued hope for the return of the north to a common worship in Jerusalem; see Roddy L. Braun, “A Reconsideration of the Chronicler’s Attitude toward the North,” *JBL* 96 (1977), 59–62.
resulted in the substantial neglect of these books in rabbinic, patristic, medieval, and Reformation exegesis.  

But this one-sided, anti-northern polemic probably reflected exclusivist views of only a minority elitist faction, בני גולה or gôlāh returnees from Babylon despising the remnant population in the land, views with which the Chronicler disagreed.  

Riley well contrasts the different pictures given by the DtrH and Chronicles, which fits very well into the Near Eastern background of the third or fourth century B.C. (when Riley says Chronicles was probably composed) and seems to be influenced by that surrounding cultural context.  

So Chronicles has until recently been egregiously misunderstood. “The Chronicler envisions the people of God as individuals from every tribe of Israel who are willing to do God’s bidding.” Amit and many others now “suggest that the Chronicler’s description was intended to present the Samaritans as descendants of the tribes of western Israel, most of whom were never exiled, and thus they are the brothers of the Judahites and an integral part of the Israelite nation.”  

This revolutionary sea-change has come largely due to modern sciences like archaeology that confirm the view of the Chronicler above that of the partisan Judaean texts.  

The Assyrian evidence sheds a positive light on the text in Chronicles, which is usually criticized as tendentious and historically unreliable, regarding the “remnant of Israel” who stayed on its land in the north, suggesting that in this case it might be to some extent trustworthy evidence that hints at the identity of most of the northern people. The Assyrian evidence, in fact, supports the second interpretation – namely, that the Chronicler did not seek to alienate the northern population, the Samaritans, but, on the contrary, wanted to bring them closer, because he thought that many of them were part of the people of Israel. The Chronicler is doing this not by declarative means, but by using indirect means such as plots, characters and more, in order to achieve his purpose – a

---


historical depiction that emphasizes the continuity of the people of northern Israel, who are all Jacob’s descendants, in their land, the Land of Israel.\textsuperscript{14}

Indeed, a major theme and plot element of Chronicles is that \textit{all Israel} is defined as the territories and inhabitants of both south and north together; “without the embers of the northern tribes, the people of Israel cannot be complete.”\textsuperscript{15}

Moreover, there seem to be definitive links between prophetic MR and the Chronicler’s ideology. Williamson asserts: “the Chronicler sought to bring forward into the historical arena of the reigns of Ahaz and Hezekiah the prophetic hope for the reunification of all Israel.”\textsuperscript{16} In the same way the problem of Isa 9:19–21 is addressed by the cure of 11:12–13, so it is in 2 Chr 28:8–15 that the Chronicler begins his solution to intra-Israelite strife through the loving unity of all Israel across social boundaries and false religious divisions.

In this story, Samarians are piously observing covenant love toward Judaeans (i.e., obedience to the First and Second Great Commandments of Deut 6:5 and Lev 19:18, 1–2GC, the Dual Love Command) despite their mutual warring.\textsuperscript{17} It references Samaritans inhabiting northern Israel who, from religious motives, help suffering Judaeans, which breaks the cycle of mutual hatred and evinces obedience to 1–2GC. We see victim-anointing with oil and transporting to Jericho by donkey, along with economic koinonia of clothing and feeding.\textsuperscript{18}

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize\textsuperscript{14} Amit, “Samaritans,” 254. Most scholars now agree that Chronicles is not intended as anti-Samaritan rhetoric; see Sarah Japhet, \textit{The Ideology of the Book of Chronicles and Its Place in Biblical Thought} (trans. A. Barber; Beiträge zur Erforschung des Alten Testaments und des antiken Judentum 9; Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1997), 325–34.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize\textsuperscript{15} Japhet, \textit{Ideology}, 324. For others who see \textit{all Israel} as including northerners, cf. Williamson, \textit{Israel}, 130–31; Throntveit, “Chrones,” 111–12; Scott, “‘all Israel,’” 499–500, et al.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize\textsuperscript{16} H. G. M. Williamson, \textit{Israel in the Books of Chronicles} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 126. Cf. “The prophetic dream refused to bow totally to the intransigence of historical realities: it continued to surface in one form or another. The Chronicler, probably around 400 B.C., took seriously the prophetic ideal and tried to heal the breach among divided Yahwists in the land with a call to Judah to rediscover the principle of ‘all Israel’ and to welcome northerners to worship at the Jerusalem temple” (Leslie C. Allen, \textit{Ezekiel 20–48} [WBC 29; Dallas: Word, 1998], 196).
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize\textsuperscript{17} Since 2 Kgs and 2 Chr are equally inspired, one can prioritize the latter’s portrayal of northern Israelites as pious Yahwists, as Jesus did in adapting this for his Luke 10 example of loving MR enmity reversal, which we shall examine later. For the parallel between Luke 10 and 2 Chr 28 based on a common link to Deut 6:5, see F. Werner Monselewski, \textit{Der barmherzige Samariter: Eine auslegungsgeschichtliche Untersuchung zu Lukas 10, 25-37} (Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1967), 174.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize\textsuperscript{18} All these are paralleled in the Luke 10 Samaritan parable, through which Jesus, like the prophet Oded, seeks to further pan-Israelite unity. Some of the many scholars noting this connection include Peter R. Ackroyd, \textit{I and II Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah} (TBC; London: SCM, 1973), 177; Richard J. Coggins, \textit{The First and Second Books of the Chronicles} (CBC; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), 259; Raymond B. Dillard, 2
From the time king Ahaz of Judah is called “king of Israel” (2 Chr 28:19), kings of Judah thereafter seem to rule over all Israel. The Chronicler presents the northern inhabitants in the reigns of Hezekiah and Josiah as “Israel” joining with Judah (2 Chr 30:25; 35:18) culminating in unitive Passovers with their southern brethren (30:1–31:1; 35:1–19). Creating an upward trajectory, the latter Passover was even bigger and better than that of Hezekiah. Northernners joined in cleansing all Israel from religious impurities (2 Chr 31:1; 34:33).

Furthermore, this proleptic royal reunification occurs not only near the end of 2 Chronicles but also of all Hebrew Scripture, as this (not Malachi) is the final book of the Judaean biblical canon. So Jesus et al. would view their Scripture closing on a note of climactic eschatological expectancy in conformity with the MR paradigm which “orients its readers to the future. As such the Story is unfinished. The long, dark night of exile awaits a sequel—the dawning of a new light that will radiate to the ends of the earth.”

Finally, one must remember that the post-exilic Chronicler and prophets knew of the presence of Samaritans (the remnant of Israel) occupying the land when writing favourably of northernners and their MR with Judeans. Since, as we see next, there is no break in continuity between these Israelite Yahwists and those of Luke-Acts, it should not be unexpected to see the anticipated MR there.

---


SAMARITANS AS PARTICIPANTS IN MR

Samaritans are Israelites. This claim is not bizarre but entirely plausible. Many have wrongly assumed the Assyrian exile of north Israel was as bad as the Babylonian of southern Judah (which is even itself revealed by science to have been not as total as depicted in elitist gôlāh polemic). Evidence from archaeological surveys and excavations shows minority exile (e.g., COS 2.118D & E), little immigration, and cultural continuity.21

Modern discovery of four related letters dating 408–ca. 407 B.C. among Aramaic papyri from Elephantine (CAP 30–33) reveals not only that Samaritans continually used Yahwistic names but also that Egyptian Jewish (יהדות) temple-builders looked at Samaritans as fellow Israelites.22

The evidence re Samaritan origins would be incomplete without citing the interesting results of the genetic research being conducted among living Samaritans by experts who indicate not only that Samaritans are linked to Jews but also that they are descended directly from eighth-century B.C. Israelites. One study in the official journal of the Human Genome Variation Society explains the data thus: “the Samaritan M304 Y-chromosome lineages present a subgroup of the original Jewish Cohanim priesthood that did not go into exile when the Assyrians conquered the northern kingdom of Israel in 721 BC.”23

Samaritans self-designate as Ephraim/Joseph/Israel. And, despite their wrongful rejection of the Davidic royal covenant and centralized worship in Jerusalem, they observe necessary Israelite distinctives, e.g., circumcision, Sabbath, and Torah-keeping.


In trying to determine if Samaritanism is a continuation of northern Israelite religion it must first be asked: Is there any evidence that at any time Samarian Israelite religion, i.e. Yahwism in Samaria, was essentially different from Yahwism in Judea before the Hasmonean and Roman periods? Research has shown that the answer to this question is negative. There is every indication that northern Yahwism did not differ from southern Yahwism during the time of the united kingdom and the Achaemenid rule.\(^{24}\)

When one discounts Judaean polemic alleging syncretism and miscegenation,\(^ {25}\) other epigraphic, archaeological, and linguistic evidence shows essentially a continuity of Israelite Yahwists in their ancestral lands. Amit reasons:

Therefore, it teaches us to regard the different biblical texts I have quoted as tendentious sources which exaggerate whatever suits their purposes, and color the historical record accordingly. Thus, it strengthens the argument that the description in 2Kgs 17,24-41 and its supplements in Ezra 4 – both of which imply a comprehensive mass deportation – was a polemical one. Its purpose was to depict the Samaritans as aliens, as people who could not claim to be genetically part of Israel, and did not deserve to be included.\(^ {26}\)

There is no evidence of any break in continuity of these northern Israelites with first-century Samaritans\(^ {27}\) who joined with Judaeans in embracing Messiah Jesus, to which we now turn.

---


\(^{26}\) Amit, “Samaritans,” 254.

LUKE-ACTS READ WITH HMR

The MR phase in the restoration of Israel schema is widely underappreciated in NT interpretation. In particular this misses appreciation of the OT Chronicler’s ideology generally regarding MR and specifically regarding interpretation of the Loyal Samaritan (Luke 10:25–37). Concomitant with the MR paradigm, it is not until all Israel is reunited that focus on the Gentiles occurs.\(^\text{28}\)

Also in order is reassessment of the Samaritan question from the point of view of the acknowledged purpose of Lucan historiography as focused on Israel’s identity.

Having in the first division of the paper established the hermeneutic of messianic reunification (HMR) from Scripture and shown the Samaritans can be considered as inheritors of northern Israelite status, I will now show the presence of the reunification theme in representative pericopae of Luke and up through Acts 15. This will show HMR’s viability in a cumulative case cohering many parts with explanatory power clarifying meanings and revealing their relatedness.

Scholars debate over MR concepts. Some adherents of twelve-tribism (TT) objecting to MR apparently see focussing on the tribal aspect as sufficient to explain the theme of reunited kingdoms.\(^\text{29}\) Pitre has work very helpful for MR with his view of the reunification of north and south Israel as necessary to understanding the mission of Jesus and the church. Unfortunately, he follows ancient Judaean polemic in saying that these northern Israelite tribes are all still in exile

---

\(^\text{28}\) In this I echo Jacob Jervell. According to Jervell, only after the full portion of Israel (found in Galilee, Judaea and Samaria) has been saved does the kingdom turn out toward other peoples. See esp. his second ch., “The Divided People of God: The Restoration of Israel and Salvation for the Gentiles,” in *Luke and the People of God: A New Look at Luke-Acts* (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress, 1972), 41–74. He then develops this throughout the book, e.g., 120.

across the Euphrates in the east and utterly ignores the possibility Samaritans are Israelites. In contrast, Ravens rigorously asserts that Luke intends to communicate an MR agenda with Samaritans as part of the restoration of Israel. Likewise both Pao and Hahn see that Luke-Acts embraces MR of the two kingdoms of north (Samaritans) and south.

Appreciation of Lukan themes contributes to reading with HMR. We saw pertinent aspects from the constellation of scriptural characteristics that construct HMR. With that hermeneutical lens, we can now recognize the MR paradigm through those features’ appearing at many points throughout Luke-Acts, only a few of which will be examined in this brief paper.

One might object that MR is not obvious to all readers. Wright counters charges of something’s being unseen as equalling its absence by indicating useful principles. Interpreters slow to see MR should remember: the saturation with Scripture in the author (and in some within the narrative, e.g., Jesus and the Torah experts); popular expectation and teaching of messianic fulfillment (vs. mere doctrine or ethics); an author’s evocation of the larger covenant narrative; richness of meaning in the teaching beyond reader-competence. With this in mind, we will see HMR provide readings with explanatory and cohesive power.

The Lukan theme, his promise-fulfillment schema, desires to see Jesus also fulfilling MR, probably as an apologetic for the Messiahship of Jesus. Gabriel’s promise coheres with MR in saying king Jesus will have “the throne of his father David” (Luke 1:32), who ruled a united kingdom of Israel. And there are subsequent similar indications.

---


At the transition from resurrection to ascension, Luke records that Jesus must fulfil all the OT messianic Scriptures (Luke 24:27, 44), the divine plan of which is seen in unity with current earthly events. We saw earlier in this paper the prevalence of scriptural and extra-canonical prophecies of messianic reunification of Israel. For Luke, faithful Samaritans were the best representatives of the northern remnant. Accordingly, HMR sees Luke-Acts as narrative theology of messianic fulfillment, which recognizes MR of all Israel as one of the prophetic themes which Jesus fulfils.

Another theme Luke asserts is that Jesus is the Davidic Messiah, beginning as early as 1:32; 2:11, etc. That a central part of Jesus’ mission was to restore Israel is widely recognized. But royalty has a different function than that of a Moses or Joshua, and interpreters must consider specifically Davidic covenant kingdom fulfillment to comprehend Jesus’ activities. Israel’s Heilsgeschichte is formulated around past triumphs serving as precedents for the future. So Jesus’ recapitulating Davidic unification of north and south should not be expected until after he likewise had first been king over the south alone (2 Sam 5:5). A related Lukan theme that meshes with MR is table fellowship, wed with kingdom imagery in many Lukan narratives (incl. between Judaeans and Samaritans).

A third theme having several components in conformity with the MR paradigm is his ecclesiological focus on defining Israel using the OT conceptual framework. Jesus’s larger restoration mission included a general reunion healing every wrongful social and religious division within all Israel. Luke is often called by such epithets as, the gospel of the outcast (suffering exclusion by elitists); Jesus’ inclusion of marginalized Israelites, the bringing of good

---


39 Ravens also sees these Davidic stages significant (Restoration, 70). HMR enjoys this bipartite parallel, whereas the hermeneutic of twelve-tribism (HTT) fails to adequately account for MR prophecies since usually asserting all Israel was instantly reunited at Pentecost.

news to the poor (including ostracised Samaritans) dealt with messianic unity among Israel’s variegated factions. The narrative occurs in the milieu of struggle among mutually exclusive sects for status as the Israel of God. Two of these, the warring Judaean and Samaritan sects, Jesus was urging to become part of his messianic reunification of the remnants of the divided kingdom of Davidic Israel. This also exemplifies MR enmity reversal through 1–2 GC loving solidarity founded in mutual worship.

Luke also reflects the MR component of division/separation of Israelites and the doctrine of salvation of the remnant. While condemning of wrongful religious exclusion of marginalized Israelites, Jesus also brought godly division. For the reunification of the loyal remnant can only occur after they and those refusing messianic renewal have been separated from one another. Harvest winnowing precedes gathering wheat from all Israel into the barn. So both the rejection by Samaritans (Luke 9:51–56; Acts 8) and the faithfulness of Samaritans (Luke 10:33–35; 17:15–19; Acts 8; 15:3) are but a part of the same eschatological division of Israel that we see occurring in Judaea, etc.

Lukan theology of the land meshes with the MR paradigm. Luke gives more attention to geography than does any other gospel and relates it to his theology, with an extraordinary focus on Samaria to the relative neglect of Galilee (even though Israelites there had also survived the Assyrian exile). Many NT scholars don’t factor in the royal messianic hope with concomitant expectations for territorial restoration. Yet this was spiritual. “Although Luke’s understanding of Israel’s restoration involves the Land as the geographical locus of this eschatological restoration, the author does not portray the Land, as some early Jewish writers do, as a nationalistic or political center.” Jesus follows a geographic trajectory, similar in some ways to, e.g., the strong Maccabean theology of the Land, but cleanses the land with exorcisms in spiritual reclamation. In this he echoes his ancestor Josiah’s purging all the land, including north


42 Alternately, see Joel Willitts in “Matthew’s Messianic Shepherd-King: In Search of ‘the Lost Sheep of the House of Israel’,” HTS Theological Studies 63 (2007): 365–82. For his fuller treatment, see Joel Willitts, Matthew’s Messianic Shepherd-King: In Search of “the Lost Sheep of the House of Israel” (BZNW 147; Berlin: de Gruyter, 2007).

43 Fuller, “Restoration,” 291.

44 Fuller, “Restoration,” 141–42.
Israel (2 Chr 34:33),\(^{45}\) as preparation for repairing the temple and reinstituting a Passover reuniting Israel and Judah (2 Chr 35:18). Recognition of this geographical aspect strengthens the case for HMR vis-à-vis those who advocate the sufficiency of symbolic gathering of tribes, as, e.g., does Bauckham opposing MR regarding Pentecost.\(^{46}\)

Reflecting other MR paradigmatic components, Lukan restoration is related to resurrection and eternal covenant life. From its beginning in Simeon’s “rise” (Luke 2:34), appears the theme of life and everlastingness, which we will examine in Luke 10 and Acts 2.

Lastly, Israel’s incorporation of the nations as portrayed in Acts fits the MR paradigm. Furthermore, HMR may best explain the restored Israel’s subsequently moving on mission to the nations. HTT may be inadequate for this: “Inclusion of Gentiles cannot be established on the basis of the number ‘twelve’; nor does the term ‘restoration’ lead in that direction. Gentile inclusion must be established on the grounds of other evidence. ‘Twelve’ may be a claim on all Israel but not more than Israel.”\(^{47}\) With these factors in mind, let us move to examination of Lukan texts.


The Loyal Samaritan (Luke 10:25–37)

“He came with a question: ‘What must I do to inherit eternal life?’ This was, of course, the question of the kingdom: what must I do to have a share in the age to come, to be among those who are vindicated when YHWH acts decisively and becomes king?”\(^{48}\)

The first pericope with which we deal in reading with HMR is the parable of the inaptly-named Good Samaritan. HMR recognizes that this loyal Samaritan is both 1) treated as an Israelite and 2) used here to teach MR. The former point is developed by several scholars while


\(^{46}\) Bauckham, “Restoration,” 470–74.

\(^{47}\) McKnight, “Jesus,” 212 n.31.

\(^{48}\) N. T. Wright, *Jesus and the Victory of God* (Christian Origins and the Question of God 2; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996), 301.
the number maintaining both is but few.\textsuperscript{49} So I focus on exploring MR-specific elements (e.g., the relatively unappreciated Chronicles connection) supporting this paper’s cumulative case showing the viability of reading Luke-Acts with HMR.\textsuperscript{50}

Before proceeding to address MR-specific elements, I broach a pair of salient evidences supporting the contention Luke views this Samaritan as an Israelite. The question in Luke 10:29, answered by the Samaritan parable, was to define the scope of Israel.\textsuperscript{51} The definition of πλησίον, \textit{neighbour}, in Lev 19:18 is fellow Israelite/covenant member.\textsuperscript{52} This was still true in the postexilic period.\textsuperscript{53} Jesus did not change torah (Luke 16:17).\textsuperscript{54} So it should be understood as still that here.\textsuperscript{55} Thus this Samaritan is used as an example of one who keeps torah. Since torah partly


\textsuperscript{50} I will not here duplicate development of some of the former point, with which I have dealt in my previous works, to which I refer the reader for fuller treatments, scholarly interactions, and source citations. See James T. Mace, “Jesus’s Messianological Selbstverständnis: Fulfilling Prophesied Reunification of Israel into Loving Solidarity” (essay for DI5501, University of St. Andrews, 2012), 9–15; James T. Mace, “Building the Temple and Reuniting All Israel” (essay no. 2 for DI5429, University of St. Andrews, 2012), 2–13.

\textsuperscript{51} \textit{Contra} Bauckham, “Restoration,” 488.


functioned as Israel’s covenant stipulations, only those under covenant can actually keep torah. So the parable endorses this Samaritan’s torah obedience as an Israelite, which is in keeping with their claims.56

The genre of the parable indicates the Samaritan is an Israelite. Stern is one of many who recognize “the traditional triad of priest, Levite, and Israelite” as the template for Jesus’ parable.57 This well-known form assembled the trio expecting an Israelite in the final position where Jesus places this Samaritan.58 Instead of assuming Jesus ignores covenant distinctions, it is best to conclude the Samaritan fills the role of Israelite because he is one. “The triad, priest–Levite–Samaritan, makes no sense if the Samaritan is regarded as a Gentile; but it does make sense if he is viewed as an unacceptable Jew, an individual from those despised, the sinners, within Israel. The Samaritan would then have the same status as the publican in Luke 18.”59

We soon see below that a 2 Chr 28 connection indicates even deeper theological significance than generic inclusion of marginalized Israelites is at play. For HMR exegesis shows that Jesus answered questions regarding messianic renewal, torah observance and the scope of Israel by exemplifying a northern Israelite.

The preparatory co-text of the pericope with its Samaritan setting informs an MR reading.60 This is near the beginning of the lengthy travel narrative showing Messiah choosing to journey through Samaria instead of bypass it. It had started with expression of anti-Judaean hatred by Samaritans (Luke 9:53), to which John retaliated, wanting to invoke fire to incinerate them.61 But Jesus rebuked the cycle of enmity (9:55).

56 Here Jesus is contrary to some rabbis conceding Samaritans scrupulously act according to torah but falsely since not Israelites.


59 Jervell, Luke, 128 n. 11.

60 See Mace, Selbstverständniss, 9–10.

61 Later we will examine John’s participation in MR reclaiming Samaria with Peter (Acts 8).
Also, the Lukan theme of covenantal table fellowship here indicates MR. Ordering his heralds to “eat what is set before you” (Luke 10:8), Messiah mandates table fellowship with Samaritans. This command makes best sense as an effort to assuage the disciples’ scruples concerning the ritual cleanliness of food. But this would only be an issue if the disciples were traveling in non-Jewish territory, i.e., Samaria.\textsuperscript{62}

Furthermore, HMR enlightens the superficially obscure desire of “many prophets and kings” (Luke 10:24) immediately introducing our pericope.\textsuperscript{63} Significantly, this paean concludes service of the Twelve in messianic actions reclaiming the land and reunifying the kingdoms into renewed covenant.\textsuperscript{64} Such an agenda coheres with MR in the prophets, and we saw Messiah’s ancestors, kings Hezekiah and Josiah, in 2 Chronicles labor to reunite northern Israel and southern Judah in common devotion to their mutual God. HMR reveals that Luke’s placing this reference to “prophets and kings” immediately prior to the Samaritan parable thematically coheres the two, with the former preparing for the latter.

In addition to the preparatory co-text, quickly subsequent co-text on the other side of the parable in 11:17 shows Messiah describe his currently divided kingdom, supporting the MR interpretation of the preceding pericope, to which we turn.\textsuperscript{65}

HMR sees that, right from the beginning, the question regarding kingdom renewal (Luke 10:25) puts this entire pericope on an MR footing. The first question the νομικός asks re “eternal life,” ζωήν αἰώνιον, regards participating in the messianic restoration of Israel. This indicates return from exile into an eternally renewed, reunified Davidic kingdom with “everlasting covenant” (Ezek 16:60; 37:25–28; 43:7). This assists in interpreting the characterization of the

\textsuperscript{62} See Ravens, \textit{Luke}, 82–83; Hahn, \textit{Kinship}, 450 n. 25. We will soon see congruence with the loyal Samaritan who “brought [a Judaean] to an inn and took care of him” (Luke 10:34), which must have involved eating.


\textsuperscript{64} Cf. Scot McKnight: “The mission of the Twelve was an attempt to spread the message throughout the land and, if any vision was involved on the part of Jesus, then the hope was to gain the land and its people for the Kingdom of God. This evocational context emerged from the Jewish hope to restore the land, to reunify the tribes, and to reestablish the covenant” (“Jesus and the Twelve,” \textit{BBR} 11 [2001], 230).

\textsuperscript{65} “The Jew/Samaritan division represents a divided kingdom, which Jesus mentions explicitly in Luke 11:14–23, . . . an oblique reference to the divided kingdom and house of David” (Hahn, \textit{Kinship}, 450 n. 27). We will later examine how this is declared repaired in the Acts 15:15–18 quotation of Amos 9:11–12.
certainly Judaean νομικός as self-justifying (10:29). It is this kind of professional proponent of torah who is to blame for the various religious exclusions of many Israelites that prevent the solidarity restoration requires. In accord with the MR enmity-reversal paradigm, we see Jesus here undoing another disunity working against “the poor” (Luke 4:18), among whom we should remember to list Samaritans. This hierarchical perversity is further specified in the practice of erroneously defining the second great commandment (2GC; Lev 19:18) to restrict definition of neighbour even more than did the Torah.

So the attempt to self-justify is not coming from futuristic individualism but from contemporary corporatism in order to defend his party, who exercised great animosity toward Samaritans. Thus the selection of a Samaritan is made not merely for generic antipathy between humans but specifically for the particular enmity between fellow Israelites that is to be reversed by Jesus’ MR.

Relating to the Lukan geography theme vis-à-vis MR, the extremely unusual setting re Jericho is significant to the message. The Loyal Samaritan is the only parable to be geographically located (excepting the Pharisee and publican in Luke 18:10). This assists HMR both in recognizing intertestamental allusion to the 2 Chr 28:8–15 story and in hearing its echoing not only many verbal parallels but also the theme of covenant unity between north and south Israel.

For the parable links to the Chronicler’s (and prophets’) MR ideology through this OT story of love between north and south Israel which we examined in the section on Chronicles.

---

66 Many scholars see Jesus’ subversive intent but explain the target otherwise; cf., e.g., John D. Crossan, “Structuralist Analysis and the Parables of Jesus,” Semeia 1 A Structuralist Approach to the Parables (1974): 193. For the inclusion of Samaritans along with all the other outcasts of Israel, see Longenecker, “Innkeeper,” 422–47.

67 E.g., the contemporary belief that 2GC love must only be exercised toward the devout (Sir 12:1–4), excluding rival sects like Samaritans.

Both stories evince similar themes of religiously motivated northern solidarity with the Judaean enemy. Evans convincingly argued the hearer is intended to link the parable to 2 Chr 28, “the inspiration, perhaps even the template, upon which the Parable of the Good Samaritan is built. . . . It is hard to see how a first-cent. biblical scholar could not recognize the parallel,” upon which Richard Hays judged that Evans made a good case that is entirely plausible and meeting the tests of intertextuality.69

Kimball analyzes Jesus’ intertextuality, and the form of yelammedenu-like midrash on a halakhic question with “practices of linking texts and commentary by catchwords and illuminating Scripture with parables” seems feasible.70

Although many scholars note the re-contextualization of 2 Chr 28 as a paradigm for the example of the loyal Samaritan, only few, Spencer and Kalimi among them, much consider the theology/ideology of the Chronicler. Kalimi properly concludes that “the Chronicler perhaps shows his fundamental belief that despite all, the northern Israelites/Samaritans have a brotherhood relationship with Judeans . . . , and there is hope that in the future days they will be united to Judah.”71 But then, failing to consider that Lukan Jesus had a similar intent, Kalimi instead focusses exclusively on showing Jerusalem’s religious leaders in a negative light.

Yet the parable further relates to the MR envisioned through both prophets and kings, which is why this historic account was revivified. 2 Chr 28:15 was given as a proleptic depiction of MR prescribing amity vs. enmity. It exemplifies the very loving neighbourliness of loyal covenantal kinship between mutually warring Israelites that Luke here prescribes to cure the reciprocal animosity between Samaritans and Judaeans seen at the beginning of this travel narrative section.

Given the Chronicler’s unitive ideology paralleling MR prophecies, this parabolic statement is equivalent to Jesus’ citation of, e.g., Isa 11:13, with the meaning that Judaeans and Samaritans must unite in covenant love to participate in his messianic age. Thus the parable fits the clear MR paradigm of removal of enmity between Ephraim/Joseph/Israel (all Samaritan self-designators) and Judah. Where would MR be fulfilled if not in the two groups so self-


70 Kimball, Exposition, 133.

71 Kalimi, “Robbers,” 52.
designating? If ignoring Samaritans, HTT relegates perhaps the greatest 1st-cent. antipathy to little meaning and misses the theological goldmine HMR reveals. Just like the Samarians of 2 Chr 28 ceased their enmity and dealt faithfully with their southern brethren, so we will examine later in Acts 8.

HMR reveals significance in that the Samaritan is ὁ ποιήσας τὸ ἔλεος μετὰ the Judaean (Luke 10:37a). One may assess the story as an “example narrative” form of parable that asserts a theological point by depicting exemplary behaviour.\(^{72}\) This behaviour (doing ἔλεος), recognized by the νομικός as the assertion of the story, will bring MR between Judaeans and Samaritans. Traditional translations of the key word ἔλεος (BDAG 316) as mercy tend to obscure the covenantal aspect revealed by HMR. The operative concept of ἔλεος (LXX ἔλεος) is better understood to signify covenant loyalty, faithfulness, or faithful love towards a fellow Israelite, like ἔλεος in similar contexts.\(^{73}\) Moreover, the larger phrase, a Semitism (BDF §206/3; BDAG 636), indicates faithful dealing toward Israelites by a covenant partner (cf. Luke 1:72).\(^{74}\) The doing of ἔλεος echoes the identical participle in the first question regarding how to join the messianic age (10:25).

So some see the parable to explicate Hos 6:6,\(^{75}\) calling for covenantal loyalty by both Ephraim and Judah, arguing its ἔλεος equals ἀγάπη of Lev 19:18.\(^{76}\) And HMR sees this loving 2GC loyalty is required by both north and south for MR.

By using the Samaritan in the role of a neighbour, Jesus transcends the racial and religious boundaries and puts both the Jews and the Samaritans together as fellow Israelites. In doing so, he overturns the prejudices of the first-century Jews towards the


\(^{73}\) “But the phrase surely means ‘to keep faith with’, ἔλεος expressing the idea of loyal behaviour in accordance with the covenant rather than mercy” (Marshall, Luke, 92).

\(^{74}\) “ποιήσαι ἔλεος μετὰ is a Semitic expression reflecting the Hebrew עשה חסד יימשך (cf. . . . Lk. 10.37; Acts 24.17). In the present context it almost certainly means ‘to deal faithfully with’ rather than ‘to show mercy to’” (Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 101 n. 3).

\(^{75}\) Cf. 1 Chr 19:2; Mic 6:8; Zech 7:9; T. Naph. 4.5.

\(^{76}\) See the chapter on “The Parable of the Good Samaritan” in Derrett, Law in the New Testament, 208–27.
Samaritans and calls for a radical change that the Jews should treat the Samaritans as their own people.\(^{77}\)

This understanding of 2GC coheres with the paradigmatic eschatological amity restoration of MR bringing reciprocal love among fellow Israelite neighbors. But Luke did not in this pericope provide an exhaustive definition of either all Israelites or all the wrongfully marginalized by self-justifying Judaeans; those are addressed severally elsewhere in Luke. HMR explains his focus on Samaritans as having more specific significance.

To sum up, HMR thus explains several of the aspects both found most puzzling to and even unseen by commentators, e.g., the unity of the pericope between νομικός and parable. Regarding the much-pondered verbal shift between the second question and Jesus’ answering rhetorical question, many postulate that he ignores or somehow changes the second question in order to answer a different one, altering torah in the process. But another confirmation of HMR’s explanatory power is that, far from doing as alleged, Jesus gives in this pericope two direct and correlated answers to the two questions within the scope of first-century expectations. Therefore the two questions are seen to narrow into defining the scope of the Second Great Commandment (2GC; Lev 19:18), which is still the scope of Israel. The debatable half of the first question’s answer, to obey Torah’s Dual Love Command (Luke 10:26–28), is reiterated in 10:37 with the command to observe 2GC mutual Israelite solidarity like the loyal Samaritan. HMR more subtly recognizes a specific teaching here that Judaeans and Samaritans must reunite with one another under God for both to participate in the messianic age, which Luke will show us in Acts 8.

One aid to HMR is found in the helpful shift in understanding toward seeing Scripture from a corporate vs. an individualistic perspective. This can be exemplified by N. T. Wright’s quote about eternal life. When we see that the pericope as a whole is a statement about how Judaeans can come to participate in Jesus’ messianic restoration of the kingdom to Israel (cf. Acts 1:6), then that hermeneutical lens assists in perceiving MR here.

Second, HMR reveals that one of the things Scripture foretells that Messiah would do in reuniting Israel would be to remove enmity and restore amity among various Israelite factions. Perhaps the most notable enmity in the land of Israel in the first century A.D. was the bitter animosity between Judaean and Samaritan. Subversion of exclusivist theology aligned with

\^{77} Samkutty, *Samaritan Mission*, 114.
paradigmatic MR enmity reversal is seen here. So this does not redefine Israel but the Judaean view insisting that they alone were all Israel. It redraws only a falsely exclusivist scope of Israel by saying faithful Samaritans are already a part. The sub-question of love between fellow Israelites is seen to be coherent and explanatory regarding this restoration of amity.

Third, MR here makes most sense of the connection to 2 Chr 28, an echo noted by many but not often explored to much extent. As we saw in the first division of this paper, the unitive ideology of Chronicles conforms to the MR paradigm found in the prophetic writings. So the major significance to Jesus’ allusion to this episode from the history of warring Judaea and Samaria as an answer to the question of how Judaeans can participate in MR lies in the exemplification of loving covenant loyalty based on mutual devotion to Yahweh across the north-south divide by both the eighth-cent. B.C. Samarians and the first-cent. A.D. Samaritan, whose inclusion with their southern brethren is essential to the fulfillment of MR.

In conclusion, HMR shows Jesus is teaching that for Judaeans to participate in his messianic age they must, like the exemplar evoking the covenant loyalty of 2 Chr 28:15, obey torah, perform covenant loyalty, do ἔλεος in embracing loving solidarity with all fellow Israelites, including Samaritans.

The God-Praising Samaritan (Luke 17:11–19)

Even this account, which many view as clinching the Gentile status of Samaritans, can be read with HMR to indicate otherwise. I will show this by linking the God-Praising Samaritan to the temple in Luke 19 and, via the bridge of Isa 56, to the MR of the Samaritans in Acts 8.

Many see here the influence of 2 Kgs 5:1–15, the cure of Naaman the Syrian, which would seem to imply this Samaritan (termed ἄλλογενής) is not an Israelite. Nolland moderates: “It is probably reasonable to detect a modest amount of allusion to the Elisha narrative, without this . . . providing any interpretive key to the narrative.” Others see this pericope rather unidimensionally as emphasis on the dynamic of gratitude. Then why would Luke emphasize instead the Samaritan’s glorifying or praising of God? Thus, as will be seen below, the passage

coheres well with the MR paradigm of Lukan themes, and ἀλλογενῆς can plausibly be seen here not to indicate Lukan attribution of Gentile status.

Form-critically, I emphasize the strong case for this as a pronouncement story favourably contrasting a Samaritan vis-à-vis Jews. While HMR indicates this is more pro-Samaritan than anti-Judaean, some characterize this as anti-Semitic polemic (as with the contrast seen in the Loyal Samaritan), but this falls flat as HMR reveals Samaritans are just as Semitic as Judaeans. Thematically, “Luke may be indicating the possibility that status reversal, so much a part of his presentation of salvation thus far in the Gospel, extends to the Samaritans as well.”

Also, HMR sees the marginalized class of Samaritans here included in the category of “the poor,” Israelites to whom good news is preached (cf. 4:18–19; 5:12–14; 7:22). The fact his identity is presented as a surprise late in the narrative is intended for greatest effect. “Impressed by his behavior, Luke’s audience may have walked into a trap. Indeed, Luke has narrated this episode in a way that seems deliberately to challenge notions of the privileged position of the Jewish people within the redemptive economy of God. . . . In recounting his action thus, Luke indicates that the socio-religious divisions between Jew and Samaritan have been mediated in Jesus.”

However, possibly the most difficult task for an HMR reading of Luke-Acts is to explain the NT hapax legomenon, ἀλλογενῆς used here, which is for some the single largest objection to the theory of Lukan MR. Lexically, ἀλλογενῆς may well have been a Jewish coinage. “The root sense of the word stresses genealogy rather than nationality, and its use here reminds the alert reader of the fact that Samaritans claimed to be children of Abraham (through the Joseph

---

81 See the discussion in Fitzmyer, Luke 10–24, 1150–51.
82 See comments in Fitzmyer, Luke 10–24, 885, 1152.
84 Green, Luke, 620, 621.
85 Both Joel Green and Jean-Noël Aletti, apparently burdening the root with great weight, have voiced objections to me over the Samaritan as a non-Gentile.
tribe) every bit as much as the children of Judah did.”87 It is used 47 times in the LXX, with a wide variety of meanings. Böhm reminds us of the nuance required because “Der Terminus ἀλλογενής ist in der LXX in seiner Bedeutung offenbar beweglich und färbt sich je nach der Situation, in der er gesprochen wird.”88

Most significant for us, it was often used of Israelites excluded from certain cultic practices or marginalized for religious reasons. Butticaz shows from some of these usages that ce terme n’est pas une désignation technique des païens : il est employé pour qualifier le prosélyte en Es 56, 3.6, le profane par opposition au lévite en Nb 1, 51 [3:10, 38; 17:5; 18:4, 7] ou aux prêtres en Ex 29, 33; 30, 33 [Lev 22:10, 12, 13, 25], ou encore les infidèles au sein même de la communauté d’Israël en Mi 3, 19. Bref, sans être précisé par son contexte, le substantif ἀλλογενής signifie globalement « l’autre », « le marginal ».89

It is thus found in the famous Jerusalem temple inscription which forbade any ἀλλογενής from entering (BDAG 46). This had to do with racial purity (TDNT 1:266–67), an objection Judaeans alleged re Samaritans.

One must remember how determinative context is in defining usage, and Luke 17:18 is likely to be understood “from the perspective of a Jew” (EDNT 1:63). This has to do more with foreign as in non-Judaean identity than does the more distancing term ἀλλόφυλος, which denotes crossing the Jewish-Gentile boundary (NIDNTT 1:683–85). Samaritans were not Judaeans but were circumcised and scrupulously kept the Torah, which even Jewish Sages admitted. On the other hand, when Luke does want to refer to a Gentile Yahwist, Cornelius, he uses the further-distancing word, ἀλλόφυλος (Acts 10:28).

Furthermore, Josephus relates that the Samaritans, habitually admitted in former days to the Jerusalem temple for participation in Israel’s religious festivals, only recently came to be excluded by formal edict in the early 1st cent. A.D. due to alleged acts of mischief bringing ritual impurity to the temple when they came up to Passover (Josephus, Ant. 18.29–30). This edict may well relate to the temple inscription. Thus it is plausible that ἀλλογενής in both Luke and temple


88 Böhm, Samarien, 197. See pp. 194–203 for her extensive argument showing contextual Lukan usage indicates “outsider” without necessarily excluding Israelite status.

89 Butticaz, L’identité, 207–208. Emphasis added.
appears linked to Judaean exclusion of Samaritans, *who were not necessarily* Gentiles. We will see more on this later.

The fact that the ἀλλογενής is sent to the priests (Luke 17:14) is significant for an MR reading. On the one hand, it may not be important whether the Samaritan went either to Jewish or to Samaritan priests, thus implying both priesthoods were valid. But it seems likely Luke intends the Jerusalem temple to be in mind.

Fitzmyer, lacking HMR, thinks that “Bultmann . . . completely misses the point, as do others who follow him, when he queries, ‘What could a Samaritan want with Jewish priests?’” But HMR shows us that the re-establishing of unity between Samaritans and Jews is not irrelevant.

Jervell finds it meaningful that Jesus sent the Samaritan to the temple along with the nine Jews. “From the story in Luke 17:11ff. an uninformed reader might conclude that the Samaritan was a Gentile (v. 18). But then it remains unintelligible for the reader how Jesus could send this Gentile along with the nine Jews to the Temple in Jerusalem to perform the rites of purification.”

Moreover, HMR can make perfect sense from this temple connection. Luke has connected the ἀλλογενής with the subsequent narrative related to well-known Judaean exclusion of Samaritans from the temple. When we see Jesus quote Isa 56:7 to condemn it (Luke 19:45–46), HMR reveals that condemnation anticipates ἀλλογενής inclusion. For Isa 56:7 is part of a messianic restoration passage (cf. 55:3–4 vis-à-vis 56:10–11) promising a coming time of exclusion-reversal bringing inclusion for the ἀλλογενής (56:3, 6) in unified Israelite worship. Another support for seeing this ἀλλογενής as an Israelite is that Luke omits from the quote the phrase “for all peoples,” which he surely would not have done were he focussing on Gentiles, and HMR clarifies what some see as obscurity in this omission. In summation, HMR postulates


92 The term may even be somewhat Samaritan-specific, for, as Bryan points out, proselytes and Gentile God-fearers were already allowed in the temple (Steven M. Bryan, *Jesus and Israel’s Traditions of Judgement and Restoration* [SNTSMS 117; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002], 222–23).

in this Isaianic reference a criticism of wrongful Judaean exclusion of circumcised, Torah-keeping Samaritans from the temple.

The final HMR step for the God-Praising Samaritan is to cross the Isa 56 bridge to Samaria. Remembering the Samaritan ἀλλογενής of Luke 17:18, Luke, recording MR fulfillment in Acts 8 (examined in detail later), seemingly confirms this link between the Samaritans and Isa 56. For Isaiah prophesies inclusion of two excluded groups, ἀλλογενής and eunuch, and Luke conjoins the same two groups in the same order: Samaritans (Acts 8:5–25) before the eunuch (8:26–39).

Consequently, in light of the God-Praising Samaritan, temple inscription, Isa 56, and Acts 8, how should we read Luke’s use of ἀλλογενής for this Luke 17 Samaritan? There are several major positions. First, might ἀλλογενής indicate “uncircumcised Gentile Yahwist”? Some say yes. Haarmann reads Isa 56 to address Gentiles who worship Israel’s God but who are not proselytes or converts. He sees that such postexilic texts “offer gentiles the opportunity to partake in the cultic worship of Yhwh without becoming a part of Israel themselves.” But Luke uses this ἕπαξ λεγόμενον in reference to the spiritually exemplary Samaritan, a circumcised Torah-keeper.

Or, second, might ἀλλογενής indicate circumcised proselytes to Judaism, truly full members of Israel but wrongly marginalized and excluded? That may be, but the Mishnah already allowed proselytes into the temple (m. Seqal. 1:3 A–E). So why would Luke 19 condemn the temple for something of which they were not guilty?

Third, the term does not necessarily denote non-Israelite status at all. In addition to uses we saw earlier from Butticial, ἀλλογενής could be used of fellow Israelites sojourning amongst

---

94 For similar reasoning see Butticial, L’identité; Pao, Acts, 140–42.


96 Jervell posits: “a kind of proselytes, . . . in no context are they reckoned among ‘the nations’ as these are contrasted with Israel” (Luke, 124).

97 If they did exclude proselytes under the rubric of ἀλλογενής, then it must be a small subset—perhaps limited to Samaritans?
different tribes of Israel. After the Assyrian conquest of the north kingdom, “There soon followed a massive upheaval in the population of the northern territories. Archaeological evidence suggests that there were many refugees who fled south into the Kingdom of Judah at this time.” Kim asserts that the concept of הָגָר, i.e., “stranger” or “resident alien” (cf. HALOT 1:200), was employed in the Book of the Covenant by Hezekiah’s scribes to legitimate the inclusion of refugees from the north after the Assyrian onslaught of 721 B.C. and even relates to those north Israelites attending the unitive Passover as seen in 2 Chr 30. Similarly writes Crown: “Samarians were living as resident aliens [גרים] or refugees in Judah (2 Chron. 30:25) and the process of the intermingling of the fraternal nations was continuing. The archaeological evidence indicates that refugees from the north flooded south to the Judean hills. The strict separation of Judeans and Samarians, which had been the situation, pertained no longer.” A similar status may have obtained in Judaea for the Luke 17 Samaritan residing there.

A fourth position holds that the term is used imprecisely by Judeans as a polemical denigration, yet Luke echoes their bigotry only to ironically contrast Samaritans favourably vis-à-vis Judeans. In support of this, Meng shows how Judeans came to use the term with fluidity, to a great extent determining the identity of foreigners and Israelites according to the social reality of animosity between groups, rather than to the often assumed categories of ethnicity such as strict adherence to blood ties and faith. Related to this, Böhm shows the healed Samaritan leper is a foreigner to Judaean sectarians to the extent that his religious practice is not affiliated with the Jerusalem cult. Green remarks: “Jesus’ use of the term is thus ironic indeed, for he


99 Sung-Jae Kim, “The ‘Ger’ and the Identity of Ancient Israel: Socio-Literary Analysis and Deconstructive Interpretation” (Th.D. diss., Graduate Theological Union, 1996), 92–93, 100, 116–17. Furthermore, Kim shows the bene ha-gôlāh hierarchy returning from the Babylonian exile classed even the “remainders” in Judah who never left the land in the same way.


102 Böhm, Samarien, 194–203.
observes how this normally ostracized person has behaved in a manner appropriate to the authentic children of Abraham.”

However, it may well be that any irony at work has conscious theological motivation, and some possibilities cohere with MR. Immediately following the pericope of the God-Praising Samaritan, Jesus says the kingdom is now among them (Luke 17:20–21). A part of his restoration of the kingdom is reunification of Samaritans with Judaeans, replacing enmity with amity. Since antipathy for Samaritans may have engendered the slur, Jesus’ ironic shaming, rhetorically rebuking Judaeans’ use of ἀλλογενής for one more a pious Israelite than themselves, relates to the MR paradigmatic theme of enmity reversal.

My own MR view of the Lukan meaning is a synthesis of elements from these positions, mainly the latter two, truly non-Gentile status and an element of irony. Although Samaritans, from distant history comprised of both majority indigenous Israelite and some foreign proselyte blood, were a more genetically mixed people than puritanical Judaeans, they were all religiously fully Israelite (i.e., as much as were Judaeans, though all Israel was still in spiritual exile). Samaritans of the first cent. A.D. had been born into the covenant, circumcised as children, and observed Torah in a Yahwistic culture. So, for Luke, this Samaritan ἀλλογενής is neither a Gentile Yahwist nor a mere proselyte.

Luke uses ἀλλογενής here for a Samaritan who, Josephus records, was until only recently included in the temple but now excluded by the anti-Samaritan decree (probably reflected in the ἀλλογενής inscription). Therefore, when 17:18 directly addresses Judaeans using their term, ἀλλογενής, while it could partially refer to one from Ephraim or Manasseh sojourning in Judah, Luke likely emphasizes ironic reversal using a Judaean term wrongly excluding fellow Israelites. Conforming to the Lukan theme of inclusion, this Samaritan exemplifies yet another messianic status reversal vis-à-vis Judaean religious exclusion of several marginalized Israelite groups.

With this understanding of the Lukan ἀλλογενής, Samaritans still function within the HMR as representatives of the northern kingdom, even though their racial purity (never truly a divine requirement) was slightly tainted in the distant past. In contrast to the view of Samaritans as non-Israelites, Luke shows that they can either be viewed as comprised of all indigenous northern Israelites experiencing MR with Judaeans or, more subtly, be viewed as including a

---

103 Green, Luke, 626.
portion that might by some still be classed as proselytes receiving the promise of Isa 56. Whichever is chosen, all loyal Samaritans now fulfill prophesied full inclusion among messianic Israel. In this way the God-Praising Samaritan is linked to the Isa 56 messianic restoration of Israel and, over this bridge, to the Samaritan MR seen in Acts 8.

The Book of Acts: Instituting MR

Acts 1–8: Fulfilling MR

Jesus in Acts 1—Commissioning MR

In accordance with the Lukan geographical emphasis (especially on Samaria), HMR reveals heilsgeschichtliche significance in Acts 1:8.104 Even some who emphasize the tribal aspect allow its concurrence with MR:

The fact that Jesus commands his disciples to be witnesses for him in both Judea and Samaria might suggest that Luke believes that the eschatological hope of the reunification of Ephraim and Judah will be realized in the missionary activity of the early Christian church (cf. Isa 11:13). At the very least, it suggests the removal of a long-standing feud between those residing in Jerusalem and Judea and the inhabitants of the region of Samaria, an enmity that dates back to the divided kingdom.105

The disciples query when Jesus will be “restoring the kingdom to Israel” (Acts 1:6). Whereupon, in conformity to the MR paradigm, Jesus reveals it will be done by the return of the Spirit, followed by the presence of witnesses in all Israel before proceeding elsewhere: “you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you shall be My witnesses both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and even to the remotest part of the earth” (1:8; cf. 8:1). Although this is the centrifugal reflection mirror image of his ancestor Josiah’s centripetal royal ritual, Jesus articulates the same geographical dynamic seen in the Passover unifying “all Judah and Israel who were present, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem” (2 Chr 35:18).106 Yet

104 G. K. Beale and D. A. Carson comment: “the inclusion of Samaria within the Christian mission can be seen as an integral part of the restoration of Israel, which is forecast in 1:6–8 and is part of the Isianic program” (Commentary on the New Testament Use of the Old Testament [Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2007], 572).


106 The Chronicler altered 2 Kgs 23:22 (Myers, 2 Chronicles, 213) in order to highlight the unity of the kingdom.
Jesus’ mission is larger than 2 Chronicles, adding post-MR expansion beyond Israelites within the land. In accord with HMR, when we see Gentile inclusion after Acts 8, then MR must have already occurred. So Jesus here commissions MR in Judaea and Samaria before incorporation of non-Israelites.

**Peter in Acts 2—Inaugurating MR**

HMR sees Peter’s sermon as declaring a larger stage in *Heilsgeschichte* not only addressing those present but also proleptically anticipating Samaritan inclusion in Acts 8. This becomes apparent when Acts 2 is linked with Ezek 37. From the Lukan promise-fulfillment framework (2:16, 23), Peter is addressing the resurrection and restoration of Israel.\(^{107}\) Passages such as Ezek 37 and Ps 110 are thematically linked within first-century messianic expectations.\(^{108}\) Peter explicitly cites the latter (2:34–35) while implicitly the former.

Having seen that Ezek 37 serves as a paradigm for MR hopes, Peter’s sermon parallels its elements: the Spirit has come (2:17-18, 38); resurrection (2:24, 31-32); Davidic Messiah (2:29-30, 33-36); “the whole house of Israel” (2:36; πᾶς ὁ Ἰσραήλ). In Ezek 37 comes the Spirit bringing resurrection so the Davidide can rule over a kingdom reunited from south and north (Judah and Joseph/Ephraim), “the whole house of Israel” (37:11; πᾶς ὁ Ἰσραήλ). All Peter’s elements are in a strongly explicit MR context, but MR is not listed as fulfilled, for the northerners have not yet been raised into messianic life. It is not yet the “restoration of all things” (Acts 3:21) but is the earnest of it, in which fulfillment of MR in Acts 8 Samaria has yet to play a part.

Peter’s ending proclamation to “the whole house of Israel” (Acts 2:36) parallels the 1:8 formula of witness for the royal Messiah, “all Judea and Samaria.” “The term ‘house of Israel’ is especially characteristic of Ezekiel, used far more often in Ezekiel than in other books of the OT.”\(^{109}\) Many of these prophesy the return from exile of reunified Israel, covenant restoration,

\(^{107}\) Cf. Bryan: “I turn first to the use of resurrection as a metaphor for Israel’s coming restoration. The most obvious example of this is Ezekiel’s vision of the valley of dry bones. The prophet, addressed as ‘son of man’, is told to prophesy over the bones which are identified as the ‘whole house of Israel’ (Ezek. 37:11). Resurrection is then made a metaphor of national renaissance” (Jesus, 104).


\(^{109}\) Bauckham, “Restoration,” 473 n. 79.
and unity in worship, e.g., Ezek 11:15; 20:40; 36:10, 22, 32; 39:12, 22–25; 43:7; 45:6, etc. Moreover, the *all Israel* concept was, as we saw, so important to the Chronicler’s vision to include the north kingdom into a unified Davidic realm.

According to both Peter (Acts 2:33–36a) and Stephen (7:55–56), the Spirit testifies to Jesus’ messiahship. Therefore, since Peter’s use of the term here relates both to the coming of the Spirit and to the Davidic Messiah who brings new life in the covenant, the part of Ezekiel to which he most likely links is ch. 37. There we see the phrase הַעֲשַׂרְתֵּי בֵיתֵי used twice in vv.11 and 16. This part of Ezekiel is most explicit re MR. “In Ezekiel 37, the term is associated with the reunification of the southern and northern tribes and their restoration to the land (37:15-22), as well as with the giving of God's Spirit to revive and restore his people (37:14; cf. 39:29) and with the rule of the new David (37:24-25).”

Bauckham properly notes in Acts 2 the geographical component of restoration, Peter’s use of the *all Israel* concept, and even its relation to the MR prophecy in Ezek 37, but then he changes the two reunited kingdoms of Ezek 37 into twelve tribes, arguing specifically against MR. With the implicit presence of Jews from throughout the diaspora, a theoretical tribal regathering, Bauckham wants to see all Israel restored in Acts 2 with no need for any other work in Samaria.

---

110 However, in order to speak of the north alone vis-à-vis “Judah,” Ezekiel occasionally uses the phrase, “house of Israel,” without the adjective “all” (Ezek 4:5; 9:9) and even once with it (37:16).


112 The phrase is also used in Ezek 39:29 in relation to the giving of the Spirit.

113 Bauckham, “Restoration,” 473.

114 Otherwise totally unnamed “tribes” are mentioned only once (37:19) due to their association with the emphasized nation/kingdom of Joseph/Ephraim/Israel.

But, as per the earlier discussion of Hos 1:10, restoration of all Israel cannot (contra HTT) have occurred in Acts 2 Jerusalem but must await completed renewal in Samaria. Like so many, he relegates restoration activity to practically non-monarchic tribalism without factoring significance to Davidic joining of the two divided kingdoms. Furthermore, lacking HMR, Bauckham missed noting the Chronicles connection, the MR nature related to the Joel prophecy (which we lack room to address), and the preliminary nature of Acts 2, the first half of a two-part agenda fulfilled in Acts 8 Samaria. Pointing forward, another sermon of Peter perhaps also linked to Ezek 37, in which he recapitulates some points from Acts 2 follows in ch. 3. Thus, HMR reads both sermons featuring corporate renewal of Israel anticipating achievement of its second half in Acts 8.

**Samaritans in Acts 8—Consummating MR**

HMR can find significance in Luke’s locating Phillip’s mission εἰς τὴν πόλιν τῆς Σαμαρείας, in Samaria. There was no city named Samaria in the first century, and Sebaste (built on its site) had a large Gentile population. Is the name merely Luke’s imprecision, a puzzling accident of geography, or does Luke intend theological significance? Hengel affirms that “Luke usually uses exact geographical information only when it is . . . significant for the narrative or for his theology.”

HMR may clarify this difficulty, explaining selection of the name, “Samaria,” in order to fulfill prophetic requirement. Perhaps Luke chose not to specify an actual city since viewing

---

116 Bauckham reasons: “if the word ἀνάψυξις is used in Acts 3:20 because of its connexion with ψυχή, the reference could be to the restoration of life to Israel through the gift of the Spirit, as depicted in Ezek 37:1-14 (cf. also Hos 6:2). In that case, Peter is putting in a different way what he said at Pentecost in Acts 2:38: if people repent and are forgiven, they will receive the Spirit, though in 3:20 the emphasis is probably more on the corporate revival of Israel as a people” (“Restoration,” 478).


118 Selecting the indefinite reading of the phrase, Böhnm shows the mission is connected to Acts 1:6 and a part of the process of restoring the kingdom by going to another city of Samaria whose inhabitants claimed to be part of Israel (Samarien, 279–308).

119 Interestingly, the 2 Chr 28 model for Luke’s Loyal Samaritan parable thrice located it in Samaria.

linkage of north with south, “Judea and Samaria” (1:8; 8:1) was of primary importance. HMR is not assisted here by any quotation of the OT. Yet the coming of the Spirit here as in Acts 2 links to MR prophecies.

Unsurprisingly, Ezekiel, seen as paradigmatic for Acts 2, is where both “Samaria” and MR theology most converge. Preparatory for the MR in Ezek 37, both chs. 16 and 23 condemn the pair, Jerusalem and Samaria. Ezekiel 23 extensively portrays covenant-breaking Israel and Judah metaphorically as both adulterous wives of Yahweh guilty of political and spiritual harlotries. “Their names were Oholah the elder and Oholibah her sister. And they became Mine, and they bore sons and daughters. And as for their names, Samaria is Oholah and Jerusalem is Oholibah” (23:4). The post-587 ch. 16 followed this model in condemning adulterous Jerusalem, told she is worse than “your older sister . . . Samaria, who lives north of you” (16:46).

Development of Jerusalem and Samaria’s relationship continues until finally anticipating the MR of Ezek 37. Yahweh assures that, after exile, “Samaria with her daughters, will return to their former state, and you with your daughters will also return to your former state” (16:55); “I will remember My covenant with you in the days of your youth, and I will establish an everlasting covenant with you” (16:60).

Luke could easily link the MR of Ezek 37 to the reasons for their spiritual death by hearkening back to chapters 16 and 23. This may be why he selected “Samaria” as the name for locating MR. Luke’s intent then was to show that Ezek 37, which so many see in Acts 2, here receives its second half of MR fulfillment.

So, although lacking OT quotations, the incorporation of Samaria into Jesus’ messianic kingdom should be seen as an integral part of the restoration of Israel, forecast in 1:6–8.

---

121 Recall from the God-Praising Samaritan that Samaria’s conversion fulfills the first half of Isa 56:3–6, while Acts 8:26–39 fulfills the second.


Proclaiming that “the Christ” (the Davidic king) had arrived (8:5) appealed to Samaritans awaiting a messianic figure (John 4:25) known as the ta’eb, or restorer. They embraced proclamation of the messianic kingdom, displaying paradigmatic MR enmity removal: “crowds with one accord were giving attention” (8:6) with “much rejoicing” (8:8).

Samaria is part of the Lukan messianic signs (σημεῖα) agenda (e.g., Acts 2:19, quoting Joel 2:30 MR). To a concentrated degree not seen since the first half of MR in Jerusalem, we see “signs” (twice), “many” exorcisms, “many” healings, and “great miracles” (8:5–13). Reflecting royal cleansing of the land preceding MR, Philip performs exorcisms as part of his Samaritan restoration into the united Davidic kingdom (Acts 8:5–8).

HMR provides theological explanations for debated events, e.g., seeing Simon Magus as paralleling the condemned Judaean leadership replaced by the Davidide. This reflects MR and Lukan themes to unite the remnant and divide from apostates.

Second, HMR explains why God withheld the Spirit until arrival of the delegation from the Jerusalem apostles (8:14–17). Peter and John were required to legitimize and endorse the MR so that the Holy Spirit’s arrival would correspond to the south to facilitate Samaritan spiritual incorporation with the community of Judeans who had received the Spirit in Jerusalem. It was necessary to explicitly link Samaritan rebirth to its Jerusalem precedent. This shows the rectitude of the Judaean sect’s maintaining the Davidic covenant, rejected by northern Israelites ever since Jeroboam’s rebellion.

The apostles continued spreading the MR, preaching in many Samaritan villages as they returned home (Acts 8:25). Reversing earlier hostility (cf. Luke 9:53), many villages of the

---

125 Σημεῖα were given only to Israel; Gentiles mentioned in Acts 15:12 relate to the Diaspora synagogue (14:3).

126 This activity continues the pattern established by Jesus in MR readings of Luke 8:26–39 and 10:17–24. The former is preparative reclamation of the former Israelite territory of the exorcised Garasene missionary, lost since the Assyrian conquest of 734 B.C., and the latter is Satan’s dethroning over Samaria found immediately preceding the pericope containing the loyal Samaritan. See Karen J. Wenell, “Jesus and Land: Constructions of Sacred and Social Space in Second Temple Judaism” (Ph.D. diss., University of Glasgow, 2004).

127 John had wanted to incinerate Samaritans but later embraced a positive view of them in his Gospel.

128 As Christ told the Samaritan, “salvation is from the Jews” (John 4:22).
Samaritans united in the messianic kingdom with Judaeans going to Jerusalem. This shows MR finally accomplished. Further conforming to the MR paradigm, Samaritan conversion (reflected in the Acts 9:31 summary, “the church throughout all Judea and Galilee and Samaria”) is a phase of Israel’s restoration narratively preceding any Gentile inclusion.

Acts 10–15: Confirming MR

Acts 10–11—Why the Crisis Only Now?

Contrast between Cornelius and Samaritans both directly indicates their Israelite status and indirectly supports the HMR reading of Acts 8. “A comparison of Acts 8 with Acts 10-11 shows first of all that the Samaritans are not considered Gentiles. In several ways Luke shows what a decisive event it was when the gospel first reached the Gentiles (10-11).”

Peter required an extraordinary divine mandate before violating Torah (Acts 10:10–16), but God needed no such measure before Philip’s Samaritan mission. Lexically, Luke designates Cornelius the non-Israelite by the more distant term, ἀλλόφυλος (Acts 10:28), contrasting with the Samaritan ἀλλογενής (Luke 17:18). The apostles’ strong criticism leveled against Peter’s contact with the uncircumcised, with Gentiles (11:1–3, 18), had no parallel regarding Samaritan inclusion.

“It is easy to see the function of Acts 10-11 in the work as a whole. Here the decisive step is taken in which the nations are included with Israel in the Christian mission. By placing the Samaritan mission in Chapter 8, that is, prior to the pericope on the Gentiles, Luke shows that the Samaritans were not considered Gentiles.”

And, second, not only does Samaritan antecedence, which conforms to the MR paradigm, indicate Israelite status but it also corroborates that Acts 8 showed Samaritan MR with Judaeans. For the MR paradigm predicts reunited Israel’s only afterward approaching Gentiles. Correlatively, HMR sees that Samaritans may even have been among “all the circumcised believers” (not circumcised.Judaeans) who participated in this incorporation of the uncircumcised and were amazed at the spiritual change in covenant structure (Acts 10:45). This

---

129 Although seeing overcoming of mutual hostility between Israelite Samaritans and Jews through Christ, Marshall lacks HMR to see fulfillment of, e.g., Isa 11:12–13 enmity reversal (I. Howard Marshall, Acts [TNTC 5; Downers Grove: InterVarsity, 1980], 162).
would reflect MR as reunified “all Judea and Samaria” (Acts 1:8; cf. 8:1) together swooped down on the west (e.g., Isa 11:13–14). We next see that this implicit logic coheres with Paul and James’ quotations of MR prophecies to this effect.

**Paul in Acts 13—Seeing Isa 11:12 MR through Isa 49:6**

Consistent with previous contrasts between Samaritans and Gentiles, the literary setting conceptually indicates the separate phase of Gentile inclusion following MR. Paul entered this discrete phase following the proleptic completion (perhaps begun with Cornelius) of the land’s renewal into messianic kingdom. In Acts 13, the mission was still to restore Diaspora Israel, but, with their rejection, an even more expanded phase continued as Paul announced acceptance of pious Gentiles even though outside the land.

In Acts 13:47 Paul quotes Isa 49:6, a clear restoration prophecy regarding all Israel. Regarding the newness of phase, Paul’s use of Isaiah may confirm previous MR. For Isa 49:6 is abridged: “Luke omits ‘as a covenant for a race’ and so eliminates all reference to the Jewish people.” Yet the thematic parallel to Luke 2:32, where the Gentile enlightenment is associated with “the fall and rise of many in Israel” (2:34), makes a restoration context likely.

This excision indicates the quotation’s function here is not primarily restoration of Israel (in which some Antiochene Judaean were refusing to participate) but instead the subsequent phase of Yahweh’s servant enlightening nations, paradigmatically requiring MR to have already occurred. Paul again mentions this newness of stage in Acts 14:16 implying that now a change has occurred, and in 17:30 he overtly teaches it.

---


132 If space allowed, we would explore the likelihood Cornelius is to be understood as a גָּרָה, a non-indigenous resident Yahwist in Israel, regulation of which relates to the purity of the land. Thus, spiritual incorporation of Cornelius would still be a part of the further establishment of Israel’s complete, transformative restoration, which must include all those within the covenant structure, incl. its גָּרָים. See Awadby, “גר,” 33–34.

133 Fitzmyer, *Acts*, 521. However, this phrase is not in the MT and perhaps wasn’t in Luke’s LXX.
Significantly, Isa 49:6 may be read more particularly as an MR passage. Sweeney argues such Isaianic pericopae specifically reflect Josiah’s MR agenda. If so, then the quotation would additionally cohere with the Chronicler’s presentation of Josianic MR ideology (2 Chr 34–35). Aune and Stewart see that “an emphasis on the unity of Israel and Judah which existed in the days of David and Solomon is clearly implied in phrases like ‘the tribes of Jacob and the preserved of Israel’ (Isa 49:6–7),” which they then link with other Scripture “juxtaposing the names ‘Ephraim’ and ‘Judah’ (Isa 11:11–13), or alternately ‘Judah’ and ‘Joseph’ (Ezek 37:15–19).”

Two ca. 1st-century B.C. works, the Similitudes of Enoch and the Psalms of Solomon, both linked concepts from Isa 49:6 to those in the strong MR passage of Isa 11 and informed the literary milieu within which Paul and Luke worked. Pitre points out that use in Acts of this Isaianic theme parallels the Similitudes of Enoch’s linkage to the forceful MR passage, Isa 11:12–13: “the Son of Man is to become ‘the light of the nations’ (I En. 48:2–4), a title which not only links him to the ingathering of the Gentiles but also directly alludes to the servant of Isaiah 49:6, whose task is to ‘raise up the tribes of Jacob and to restore the survivors of Israel’ so that salvation ‘may reach to the end of the earth’ (Isa 49:6; cf. 42:1; 11:10, 12).” Luke places the Pauline proclamation of Ps 2:7 (Acts 13:33) in close proximity to Isa 49:6 (13:47). Psalms of Solomon 17:28 quotes Isa 49:6 regarding the agent of eschatological return, and Watts points out this “is to be a Davidic scion who is described in terms of Psalm 2 (cf. Ps 2:9 in Pss. Sol. 17:23) and Isaiah 11 (Pss. Sol. 17:36, 37).”

McKnight not only links Isa 49:6 together with Isa 11 but also notes that “at the foundation of this hope for restoration perhaps lies Amos 9:14,” a passage to which James soon alludes (Acts 15:16–18).

Furthermore, some link this prophecy to the Ezek 37 MR passage. First, use of στήσαι, “to raise up” (Isa 49:6), conceptually parallels Ezekiel’s corporate Israelite resurrection.


135 Aune and Stewart, “Eschatological Restoration,” 159.

136 Pitre, Jesus, 345.


138 McKnight, “Jesus,” 219.
“Second, God’s purpose in this resurrection is to work itself out through all the twelve tribes of Israel and not just through Judah, that tribe which had retained the leadership of the Davidic line; it was to embrace even those tribes who had seemingly lost their identity almost two hundred years before.”

Paul declares the new stage to Samaritan Israelites recently raised to embrace the Davidide (Acts 15:3) as we anticipate further confirmation of the *heilsgeschichtlicher* phase of MR that was necessary before subsequent Gentile expansion.

**James in Acts 15—Seeing Amos 9:11–12 MR**

In Acts 15:16–18 James quotes Amos 9:11–12. According to HTT, this is one of the prophecies of restoration of all Israel “which envision the Return from Exile as a restoration of all twelve tribes, including the ten tribes of the northern kingdom.”

But HMR can also read it to indicate Samaritan participation in MR. This Amos passage is pertinent to illustrate the relatively unappreciated paradigm that the ideal Davidic king ascends the throne, first ruling a reunited realm of all Israel (including Samaritans) before incorporation of Gentiles commences. This citation of Amos ties together several MR concerns, even showing Samaritan inclusion is Luke’s way of indicating yet another fulfilment of messianic prophecy verifying Jesus as Davidic Messiah. Strauss reads the rebuilding as restoration of the Davidic dynasty.

Such a rebuilding that includes the full Davidic constellation of the MR paradigm (e.g., Isa 11) makes the best sense.

Commentators recognize MR aspects in Amos 9:11. “Reunification (restoration blessing type 8; cf. Deut 30:3, 14) is associated frequently in the prophets with David, the great leader who had first truly united North and South (Hosea 3:5; Isa 9:7; Jer 33:17; Ezek 37:24). Thus in the restoration, a new David would shepherd Israel (Mic 5:26).”

Stuart identifies this Amos 9 restoration promise with others regarding the messianically reunited Israel of north and south (e.g., Isa. 11; Jer 33; Ezek 37; etc.). Like them, Amos expects reunification under a new David.

---


140 Pitre, *Jesus*, 37.


(9:11) and occupying the promised land (9:14–15). “Thus Amos, by no means uniquely, portrays Israel and Judah as awaiting the same general future by reason of their sameness under the divine covenant.”143 “The restoration requires a united Israel under the rule of its long-standing dynasty (that of David). The returned people is called Israel, and the land includes not only the traditional territory of Israel but areas that belonged to Israel in the days of the united monarchy.”144 Moreover, many conclude this passage is likely an exilic or post-exilic addition to Amos, in which case this would prophesy favourably regarding the land inhabited by Samaritan ancestors being part of the coming recovery of formerly subject territories within a reconstructed Davidic kingdom.145

The surrounding co-text of Amos 9 addresses Israel in various terms. Many say Amos uses “house of Israel” (9:9) and “My people Israel” (9:14) to mean all Israel, not just the north.146 Yet it is possible the “house of Israel” of Amos 9 primarily refers to the north as necessary to MR. The entire mission of Amos was primarily as a Judaean prophet against the north kingdom. The “house of Israel” (5:1, 5) parallels the northern “house of Joseph” with “Bethel” (5:6; cf. 5:15; 6:6). “My people Israel” and “the house of Isaac” are indisputably the north kingdom (7:15–16). “Carmel” (9:3) and “the sinful kingdom” (9:8) refer to the north, etc.

Yet many lacking HMR don’t appreciate Luke’s geographic element, deeming his inclusion of Samaria unnecessary and “arbitrary” as Paul, passing through there ministering on the way to the Jerusalem council, engenders paradigmatic enmity reversal when “bringing great joy to all the [non-Gentile] brethren” (Acts 15:3).147 Rather than obscurity, we should see Luke presenting a reminder of Samaritan inclusion within all Israel preparatory to the upcoming Amos 9 quote.

143 Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 393.
144 Francis I. Andersen and David N. Freedman, Amos (Anchor Bible 24A; New Haven: Yale University Press, 1974), 893.
146 See exhaustive analysis in Andersen and Freedman, Amos, 98–139.
For understanding what defines the rebuilding of the tent of David, Luke provides the preceding narrative showing MR in Acts 2 and 8 before reaching out to the Gentiles. This contextual clue could indicate that the interpretation of “house of Israel” in Amos 9 taken here downplays Judaean exclusivism and emphasizes inclusion of Samaritans. The Amos 9:11, 14 language of *raising up* or *rebuilding* the tabernacle of David to bring Israel back has MR undertones. It evokes strong MR prophecies similarly raising up a Davidic shepherd-king (Jer 23:4–8; 30:3–9; Ezek 34:22–24; cf. 37:24–25).\(^{148}\) Dempster recognizes Amos 9:11 as an MR resurrection: “Amos describes the rebuilding of the fallen tabernacle of David, depicting a resurrection not only of the Davidic kingdom (the unity of the northern and southern kingdoms) but also of the Davidic house (Amos 9:11)”\(^{149}\) Butticaz links the “tabernacle of David” language to Isa 16:5 and back to the MR passage of Isa 11. He points out that the only “autre occurrence vétérotestamentaire de l’expression σκηνή Δαυίδ” is in Isa 16:5. “Par ailleurs, Es 16, 5 s’inère avec Es 9, 6 et 11, 1-10 dans un ensemble de textes de l’Ancien Testament partageant une même idéologie royale centrée sur la figure davidique.”\(^{150}\)

Even those who don’t see MR still see its phasic demarcations.\(^{151}\) If Jesus recapitulates David in raising up his kingdom, then the two-part ascent, first only to the throne of Judah and then next to include Israel (2 Sam 5:5), prefigures the MR seen in Acts 2 and 8, Judaea and Samaria. Conforming to the MR paradigm, this raising up of reunited Israel (9:11) occurs prior to the mission to the nations (9:12).

So Strauss is right to emphasize the royal element (insignificant to HTT). And Jervell is correct to appreciate separate stages. A relationship of preceding purpose obtains; the rebuilding is *in order that* (ὅπως plus aorist; BDAG 718) Gentiles may be incorporated (Amos 9:12; Acts

---

\(^{148}\) Although Pitre recognizes the same links, he follows the HTT path, not nuancing prophetic language of two reunited kingdoms but leveling it into twelve regathered tribes (*Jesus*, 460–63).

\(^{149}\) Dempster, *Dominion and Dynasty*, 185.


Yet few seem to simultaneously appreciate both non-Judaean Israel and the MR function of the prophesied Messiah. In conclusion, it was precisely the Davidic dynasty that was rejected by the north, and this must be reversed to have a Davidic kingdom “as in the days of old” (Amos 9:11). Butticaz highlights the cause-effect relationship between reconstruction of Israel before Gentile inclusion: “la conversion des païens ne flotte pas dans le vide, mais est reliée par un lien de cause à effet au redressement de la tente davidique. . . . Cette recomposition d'Israël serait toutefois le présupposé indispensable à l'ouverture de l'alliance aux nations.” The rebuilding in Acts is completed prior to Gentile inclusion; we saw no Gentile inclusion until after Samaria had been reunited with the southerners; thus the narrative progression indicates the joining with Samaria was part of the royal rebuilding as per the MR paradigm.

---

152 Thus the rebuilding is not the creation of the church (cf. Jervell, Luke, 51–54, 92–93).

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING HMR IN LUKE-ACTS

Having first synthesized the hermeneutic of messianic reunification from the OT prophets, we saw that the happy wedding of true religion with modern archaeological and genetic sciences has helped loosen the age-long hegemony of supremacist Judaean polemic, allowing both theological appropriation of pro-Israelite Chronicles in congruence with the prophetic MR vision and reassessment of Samaritan status as plausibly Israelite.

We then saw the cumulative case made for the viability of HMR to cohere the data and provide explanatory power in a reading of Luke-Acts. This reading has ramifications for theological construction based on the Second Great Commandment, for the people of God must love their fellow covenant members more like the loyal Samaritan loved his. It seems quite probable that the valuable OT MR theme has been neglected in NT interpretation, and more study should be done to further develop these concepts and verify their viability.

_____.


_____.


_____.


_____.


_____.
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